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Contextual Aspects of Early Trilingualism
Abstract
The present paper reports on work in progress in the field of early trilingual language development.
Specifically, it explores the question: What contextual (i.e. social and situational) factors help or hinder
young children in acquiring three languages in infancy? For a number of years now, research in
bilingualism has recognised the importance of context (societal, familial and conversational) in
analysing language use in bilingual couples (Piller 2002) and families (Okita 2002), as well as in
understanding the early acquisition of two languages by children (De Houwer 1990, Döpke 1992, Lanza
2004). In this paper, I hope to see whether the theoretical approaches developed in such studies are
equally useful for the analysis of early trilingualism. After describing the data (section 1), I shall give a
general idea of the various contexts in which children grow up with three languages in a Western
European country (section 2). The major part of this paper (section 3) will then be devoted to an
examination of certain contextual factors affecting the linguistic development of a young trilingual
child.
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Contextual Aspects of Early Trilingualism 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
The present paper reports on work in progress in the field of early trilingual language 
development. Specifically, it explores the question: What contextual (i.e. social and 
situational) factors help or hinder young children in acquiring three languages in infancy? For 
a number of years now, research in bilingualism has recognised the importance of context 
(societal, familial and conversational) in analysing language use in bilingual couples (Piller 
2002) and families (Okita 2002), as well as in understanding the early acquisition of two 
languages by children (De Houwer 1990, Döpke 1992, Lanza 2004). In this paper, I hope to 
see whether the theoretical approaches developed in such studies are equally useful for the 
analysis of early trilingualism. After describing the data (section 1), I shall give a general idea 
of the various contexts in which children grow up with three languages in a Western 
European country (section 2). The major part of this paper (section 3) will then be devoted to 
an examination of certain contextual factors affecting the linguistic development of a young 
trilingual child. 
 
 
 
1 Data 
 
The data come from an ongoing postdoctoral research project which I am carrying out in 
Switzerland. There are two sources: a) interviews with multilingual families (28 to date) and 
b) two case studies of trilingual infants. In the interviews I ask parents about their language 
use, experiences and attitudes. During the interview, I also make sure I meet the children in 
order to observe interaction between the family members. The case studies involve two 
trilingual infants being recorded by their parents, as well as a third caregiver, every month 
over the period of a year. Both children were 25 months old at the beginning of the case 
studies, and the languages involved are English, Swiss German and French. The interviews 
serve largely as background information on trilingual families, while the case studies furnish 
the main material for the project. 
 
 
 
2 Patterns of Exposure 
 
A prerequisite for early trilingualism obviously involves a child being exposed to three 
languages at a very young age. In the following, I shall describe the most common exposure 
patterns according to my data. The most important category involves the presence of two non-
local languages in the family. Tables 1 and 2 provide examples. 
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Table 1: Two non-local languages (example 1) 
Family 1: Swedish-American family 
Mother  Children Swedish 
Father  Children English 
Mother  Father English 
Local language Swiss German 
Childcare -- 
Classroom instruction German 
 
Table 2: Two non-local languages (example 2) 
Family 2: American/Swiss-Danish family 
Mother  Children English (native languages: English and Swiss German) 
Father  Children Danish 
Mother  Father English 
Local language Swiss German 
Childcare (5 days) Swiss German 
Classroom instruction German 
 
In Tables 1 and 2, we see that the children are exposed to three separate codes due to the fact 
that one language is spoken by the mother, another by the father (one person – one language 
strategy), and yet another by the local community. In the first family, the mother speaks 
Swedish to the children, the father English, and the local language is Swiss German. In the 
second family the mother speaks English to the children (the mother was born, raised, and 
educated in the US but her own parents are Swiss), the father Danish, and the local language 
is, again, Swiss German. Of the 28 families interviewed so far, 17 follow this basic pattern.1 
 
Table 3, below, illustrates the other main factor which accounts for the presence of a third 
language in the present data, namely the situation in which a non-native, non-local language 
is used as a lingua franca between the parents. In this study, it is always English and I shall 
thus refer to it as “English as a lingua franca”. In Table 3, we see that the mother speaks 
Swiss German to her daughter (the local language is also Swiss German), the father speaks 
French to her, and the parents speak English to each other.  
 
Table 3: English as a lingua franca 
Family 3: Swiss-Belgian family 
Mother  Child Swiss German 
Father  Child French (native languages: French and Dutch) 
Mother  Father English 
Local language Swiss German 
Childcare (2 half days) Swiss German 
Classroom instruction -- 
Aunt English 
 
                                                 
1 The pattern corresponds to Romaine’s “Double Non-dominant Home Language without 
Community Support” (1995: 185). 
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In addition, there are also a few families in which both of these factors are present, namely, 
two non-local languages plus English as a lingua franca. This can be seen in Table 4, below, 
where we actually have the presence of four languages in one family. 
 
Table 4: Two non-local languages + English as a lingua franca 
Family 4: French-Dutch family 
Mother  Children French 
Father  Children Dutch 
Mother  Father English 
Local language Swiss German 
Childcare (1 day) Swiss German 
Classroom instruction  French 
 
Table 5 provides a summary of the patterns of exposure observed among the 28 families 
interviewed. 
 
Table 5: Summary of patterns of exposure 
Patterns of exposure: No. of families: 
2 non-local languages 17 
English as a lingua franca   4 
2 non-local languages + English as a lingua franca   3 
Other   4 
Total 28 
 
The above description now gives the reader an idea of the major reasons for the presence of a 
third or even a fourth language in multilingual families in Switzerland. However, it gives no 
indication of how this actually affects trilingual language development. We do know from 
bilingualism studies that the mere presence of a number of languages in the home will not 
automatically result in active bilingualism – sometimes not even passive in bilingualism. This 
was shown quite clearly, for example, in Döpke’s (1992) study of German-Australian families 
in Australia. The question therefore remains: What else plays a role in the early acquisition of 
three languages?  
 
Let us return briefly to the first two families presented. The pattern in both families is the 
same, with each parent speaking their own native language to the children, each of which is 
different to the local language. How then does the trilingual language development of the 
children in these two families compare? In the Swedish-American family there are four 
children. All but the first were born in German-speaking Switzerland (the oldest was two 
when the family moved to Switzerland), and they are all (as I was able to observe) productive 
trilinguals in Swedish, English and Swiss German. In the second family, there are also four 
children, all born in German-speaking Switzerland but they are not fully active trilinguals. 
These children understand English and Danish but do not consistently speak English to their 
mother, and very rarely speak Danish to their father. In fact, the father thinks they do not even 
understand Danish very well. What might account for this difference? An obvious reason 
might be that the parents in the Swedish-American family have insisted on the use of the 
minority languages at home, while the parents in the American-Danish family have not. 
However, the parents of the first family informed me that this was not the case: they never 
insisted on the children speaking Swedish and English, the reason being that it was never 
necessary. The clue in fact lies in the penultimate rows of the two tables, the “childcare” 
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rows. The Swedish mother is a full-time mother; thus, until school age the children were 
exposed to Swedish all day, every day. The other main language they were exposed to was 
English via their father, in the evenings and on weekends. The children even needed special 
Swiss German classes for foreign children when they started kindergarten, despite the fact 
that three of them were born in the country. In the second family, on the other hand, both 
parents have always worked full-time except for maternity leave. Thus, from the between 
ages of four months (for the oldest child) and seven months (for the youngest), the children 
have had full-time childcare in Swiss German. In other words, from a very young age, five 
days a week out of seven have taken place in Swiss German. What seems to have happened, 
therefore, is that the sheer quantity of Swiss German in the pre-school years has overwhelmed 
the other languages. 
 
The aim of this brief comparison is to illustrate how important the amount of exposure to the 
various languages can be. The strategy of the parents in the two families is the same but 
amount of input is drastically different. This difference in level of input appears to be the 
major reason why the children in the first family are currently fully productive trilinguals 
while the children in the second family are not. In making this claim, I do not of course wish 
to brush aside other factors (e.g. the fact that mother in the second family is herself a fluent 
speaker of Swiss German). However, I do wish to point out that a striking correlation between 
quantity of input and quantity of output can be observed here. 
 
In this section on patterns of exposure I have outlined the major reasons for the presence of 
three languages in multilingual families in Switzerland and have discussed the importance of 
the amount of exposure to each of the languages for trilingual language development. In the 
following section I shall narrow the lens of enquiry and focus on the linguistic development 
of a single trilingual child. 
 
 
 
3 Type of exposure 
 
For the analysis which follows I rely on recordings of one of my two case study children, 
namely, the two-year-old daughter of the Swiss-Belgian couple presented in Table 3. The 
child is exposed to Swiss German via her mother, who has been at home full-time since the 
child’s birth. Swiss German is also the language of the local environment, and the child 
attends a local playgroup two afternoons a week. She hears French from her father, who has 
been at home full-time since the beginning of this case study (not for the purposes of the case 
study, but due to unemployment). The parents themselves communicate in English, so in 
addition the child has daily exposure to English. She also hears English from her American 
aunt, who lives nearby and visits often (on average about twice a week). Both parents and the 
aunt try to be strict about following the one person – one language strategy. 
 
As might be expected, the girl is dominant in Swiss German. In fact, it is her acquisition of 
the other two languages which is of interest here. In terms of how much French and English 
the child actually hears, the amounts are fairly similar. However, this is not the case in terms 
of interaction: she interacts with someone who speaks French to her every day but with 
someone who speaks English to her only a couple of times a week. Therefore, considering 
that the amount of interaction in French is greater, one might predict that the child would 
produce more French than English. 
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In order to test this hypothesis, I examined the girl’s production of French and English in the 
most recent recordings done with her father and with her aunt. In these recordings the child is 
2;5.3.2 In the first recording, it is morning and the child and her father are sitting at the 
kitchen table making things out of play dough. In the second recording, it is the evening of the 
same day, and the child and her aunt are in the girl’s room playing with various toys. The first 
thirty minutes of each recording have been transcribed and analysed, and the results are as 
follows. In the first recording, most of the child’s utterances are in Swiss German but she also 
produces 11 utterances in French (ten types). In the second recording, again most of her 
utterances are in Swiss German but in addition she produces 68 utterances in English (44 
types). Thus, on the basis of these two recordings, the child is producing far more English 
than French. 
 
How can these results be explained? My impression from the data was that in the recording 
with the aunt, the child was not producing much spontaneous English. I wondered whether in 
fact the child’s English utterances simply consisted of prompted responses or repetitions of 
something the aunt had just said. I therefore decided to separate those utterances which were 
produced spontaneously from the rest. In this way, the following results were obtained. In the 
first recording there are eight spontaneous utterances in French (seven types), and in the 
second recording there are 11 spontaneous utterances in English (also seven types). The 
figures, after this elimination process, are now much more similar. But even so, they are still 
only more or less equal. I had predicted that the child, given the circumstances, would 
produce more French than English and this is clearly not the case. It is at this stage that it 
becomes necessary to examine what the girl’s interlocutors are doing, and to ask what role 
their conversational styles are playing in promoting (or not promoting) the child’s two non-
dominant languages. 
 
The most useful instrument for this task is Lanza’s model of a continuum of “parental 
strategies” (2004: 268). In families that follow the one person – one language strategy, the 
language of the parent can be considered the base language in dyadic conversations with the 
child. Thus, in the father-daughter conversations in this case study, the base language is 
French, and any utterance not in that language can be considered as language mixing. Lanza 
states that how parents respond to such mixes influences the extent to which the 
conversational context is perceived by the child as monolingual (as “French only” in this 
case) or as “bilingual”.3 How monolingual or bilingual the child perceives the setting to be 
influences the extent to which he or she feels constrained to the use the language of the 
parent. The model shows five basic reactions to a child’s use of the so-called wrong code. 
 
MONOLINGUAL                       BILINGUAL 
CONTEXT                  CONTEXT  
     Minimal    Expressed   Adult           Move On       Code- 
 Grasp  Guess            Rep.           strategy          Switching 
Figure 1: Lanza’s continuum of “parental strategies” (2004: 268) 
 
I shall give only a very brief explanation of the model here; for a detailed discussion see 
Lanza (2004: 262–268). The examples given below illustrate the five types of responses as 
                                                 
2 Figures refer to years;months.days. 
3 The notion of bilinguals functioning somewhere along a continuum between a monolingual 
context and bilingual context is described in detail in Grosjean’s work on the bilingual’s 
language modes (2001). 
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reactions to an actual utterance of the child to her aunt, namely: nass (‘wet’). (The actual 
response of the aunt is the one listed under “expressed guess”.) 
 
• A “minimal grasp” response involves a request for repetition, e.g. what? 
• An “expressed guess” involves a reformulation of the utterance, with a request for 
confirmation, e.g. are you wet? 
• “Adult repetition” also involves a reformulation of the utterance, but with no request 
for confirmation, e.g. you’re wet. 
• “Moving on”4 means that the adult simply continues with the conversation, e.g. ok 
then let’s get changed. 
• “Code-switching” means that the adult switches to the language used by the child, e.g. 
oh you’re nass. 
 
A categorisation of the father’s responses to his daughter’s use of the inappropriate code 
reveals a conversational style which, according to Lanza’s model, favours a bilingual context. 
Out of the 128 responses to his daughter’s use of Swiss German (and occasionally English) he 
makes use of adult repetition four times, he moves on 86 times, and he code-switches 38 
times. An example of moving on (example 1) and code-switching (example 2) can be seen 
below. (The reader will recall that the father and daughter are making objects out of play 
dough.) The Swiss German is in bold. 
 
Example 1 
Child:   Father:         
   tu as fait une fleur? 
‘have you made a flower?’ 
oh tu l’as détruite là 
‘oh you’ve destroyed it’ 
papa blueme 
‘daddy flower’  
oui mais si tu les aplatis comme ça  
‘yes but if you flatten them like that’ 
 
In this sequence we see that the child speaks Swiss German and that the father simply 
continues the conversation in French. In the next sequence, there are several examples of 
code-switching. 
 
Example 2 
Child:   Father: 
schnägg 
‘snail’   knät 
   ‘play dough’ 
<?> 
schnägg 
   ‘snail’ 
   ah oui 
   ‘oh yes’ 
                                                 
4 Not wishing to enter into a discussion here on the definition of “strategy”, I have kept the 
wording “move on strategy” in Lanza’s figure but have not used the word “strategy” in my 
own discussion. 
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   c’est joli 
   ‘it’s pretty’ 
l’escargot là que tu fais 
‘the snail there that you’re making’ 
oui 
‘yes’ 
il n’a pas de tête ton escargot 
‘it hasn’t got a head your snail’ 
tu veux lui donner une tête aussi ? 
‘do you want to give it a head as well?’ 
aug 
‘eye’ 
[ja]5  
‘yes’ 
[aug] 
‘eye’ 
aug oui aussi 
‘eye yes also’ 
mais la tête surtout 
‘but the head above all’ 
 
In this extract we see that the father actually repeats the child’s utterances in Swiss German; 
he code-switches. He does repeat one of the words in French as well (escargot ‘snail’), but 
this repetition is undermined by his first code-switching into Swiss German. Thus, although 
he provides the French model, he first demonstrates that it is acceptable to use Swiss 
German.6 If we turn now to typical speech of the aunt, we can observe a rather different 
conversational pattern. In the sequence below (example 3), the child and her aunt are playing 
with a toy telephone, pretending that the girl’s mother is on the other end. 
 
Example 3 
Child:   Aunt: 
   did you tell your mom we went swimming? 
say “we went swimming” 
swim 
   [s-] 
[r]äge 
‘rain’ 
   swimming 
räge 
‘rain’  
   and then it rained 
aber nüme 
‘but no more’   
yeah it’s stopped raining 
   it’s not raining anymore 
do you want to go back and swim? 
                                                 
5 Square brackets indicate overlapping speech. 
6 Escargot was not counted as adult repetition, since only the utterance immediately following 
the child’s use of the inappropriate code was counted in the classification. 
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   mhm? 
   yeah? 
   do you want to go swimming? 
   really? 
but remember you were got really cold?  
mhm mhm 
(negative)  
   [yes] 
[hot] 
   oh you were hot? 
   you were not (child’s name)! 
   you were shivering 
   you were like this oowoowoo cold cold 
   after we got out of the pool 
   you’re still a little cold 
   are you cold or h[ot]? 
[mhm] mhm 
(negative) 
   mhm? 
cold 
(quietly)  see? 
   you’re cold 
 
In the terms of Lanza’s continuum, we see here adult repetition (rained, it’s stopped raining) 
combined with an absence of code-switching. Overall, in the aunt’s speech the following 63 
response types were observed: minimal grasp: 14, expressed guess: 4, adult repetition: 21, 
moving on: 23, code-switching: 1. In addition, a further four responses could not be classified 
according to this model. These involve the adult ignoring the child’s utterance because she is 
still attending to an earlier one. In this extract, we can observe this pattern in the sequence in 
which the child says räge ‘rain’, which is followed by the aunt’s swimming. The aunt does not 
acknowledge the utterance räge at this stage because she is still attempting to repair a 
previous utterance of the child. Such utterances cannot be counted as “moving on” because 
moving on implies acknowledgement of the utterance. A summary of all the responses of both 
the father and the aunt to the child’s use of the inappropriate code, except for the four cases 
just mentioned, can be seen in Table 6. The higher number of responses of the father 
correlates with the child’s greater use of Swiss German in this recording. 
 
Table 6: Responses of father and aunt to child’s use of the inappropriate code 
 Minimal 
grasp 
Expressed 
guess 
Adult 
repetition 
Moving 
on 
Code-
switching 
Total 
Father   0 0   4 86 38 128 
Aunt 14 4 21 23   1   63 
 
Besides clearly attempting to constrain the child to speak English, the aunt also tries to 
actively help the child learn English by using what Döpke calls “teaching techniques” (1992: 
143ff). One example of such a teaching technique is the aunt’s use of “choice questions” 
(Döpke 1992: 150), e.g. are you cold or hot? These types of questions provide two items in 
the appropriate language for the child to choose from, and they are useful models for learning 
pairs of words, especially pairs of opposites. The aunt asks ten choice questions in the 
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recording (five types), the father only one (resulting in one of the few responses in French on 
the part of the child). 
 
The above description of elements of the father and aunt’s conversational styles (responses to 
the child’s use of the inappropriate code; teaching techniques) suggest that the aunt is more 
successful in creating an “English context” than the father is in creating a “French context”.  
However, there may be a further factor which reinforces the child’s use of English. I stated 
above that in terms of amount of interaction, the child is exposed to less English than French: 
the parents use English as a lingua franca between themselves but do not speak this language 
to the child. Nevertheless, we should not underestimate the importance of English in this 
family. Let us consider one final example from the recordings. Towards the end of the 
recording with the aunt, the father steps in and asks the aunt, in English, if she would like a 
cup of coffee. The child then also asks for coffee and even addresses her father in English, 
saying coffee please papa. Thus, it would appear that the space and the status accorded to 
English as a lingua franca within the family also needs to be taken into account with regard to 
the child’s production of English. Indeed, children’s perception of the importance of English 
in families in which the parents use English as a lingua franca has been commented on by 
other parents interviewed. One couple, who had planned to raise their daughter bilingually 
with Korean and High German (their own native languages), were quite amazed (and slightly 
concerned) when their daughter, in addition to speaking those two languages, began to speak 
English as well. 
 
 
 
Summary and conclusion 
 
In the section concerning patterns of exposure, I have shown that the two most common 
reasons for the presence of three (or more) languages in 28 multilingual families in 
Switzerland are: a) the parents each speaking a different, non-local language and b) the 
parents each speaking a different language (one of which may or may not be local) + speaking 
a third language as a lingua franca between themselves (in this study always English). Within 
the description of patterns of exposure, I have also discussed the necessity of a certain amount 
of exposure to each language if the goal of parents is active trilingualism. In the section on 
type of exposure, however, I have shown that frequent exposure alone is not always enough, 
and that the extent to which caregivers promote the various languages via their conversational 
style can be crucial. In the case study, we have seen that despite a greater amount of 
interactive exposure to French, the child produces more English overall, and a similar amount 
of spontaneous English and French. The main reason for this seems to be the conversational 
style of the interlocutors. The aunt attempts to negotiate a monolingual context by using 
“minimal grasp” responses, by repeating the child’s Swiss German utterances in English, and 
by not code-switching. In addition, she also “teaches” English via, for example, choice 
questions. The father, on the other hand, creates a bilingual context via a great deal of moving 
on, as well as via code-switching. A secondary reason for the child’s production of English is 
likely to be the overall context of English as a lingua franca within the family: English in 
general has a prominent place among the adults in this family, and this, combined with the 
aunt’s conversational style, motivates the child to use it. 
 
These preliminary findings indicate that the basic theoretical framework concerning the 
importance of contextual factors in early bilingualism is equally relevant for trilingualism. 
Lanza’s continuum of “parental strategies” (2004: 268) has proved to be a particularly useful 
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tool in the synchronic analysis of one child’s trilingualism. The importance given to English 
as a lingua franca within certain families is another influential factor this paper has 
highlighted. Further work based on the longitudinal data will include a more in-depth study of 
the interlocutors’ conversational styles including various “teaching techniques” (Döpke 1992: 
143ff), as well as an examination of the status of the various languages, not only within the 
family, but also within the community. 
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